DaaS APIs TO POWER ENTERPRISE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Case Study

Innoplexus's AI automatizes up to 80% of enterprise's data intelligence work
Innoplexus's DaaS APIs give access to the biggest life science data ocean: crawled, normalized, cleaned, structured and
most importantly contextualized by applying a domain speciﬁc ontology - ready to extract actionable insights from complex
data for better decision making in less time.
Data has become more diverse and unstructured, demanding increased time spent culling, cleaning, and organizing data
ahead of broader analyses. At the same time, with data informing just about every business decision, business users have
less time to wait on processed data. With Innoplexus's data, available through our DaaS APIs, teams can concentrate on
interpreting insights, applying company context and making strategic decisions.

AI cannot function without data; Innoplexus’s Data as a Service APIs can provide a robust and
structured life sciences data ocean that seamlessly integrates into enterprise software

Potential uses of Innoplexus’s DaaS APIs
Preclinical research

Clinical research
For a planned drug trial, ﬁnding the top
investigators, ideal sites, and optimal design
parameters such as endpoints or inclusion
criteria by analyzing past trials

Given an indication, ﬁnding the most recent
literature from congress presentations, clinical
trials, journal publications and identifying top
pathways & targets being studied

Medical aﬀairs

Strategic planning
Identifying competing drugs in each area of interest
and the drugs’ details (pathway, targets, indications,
sponsors, stage of development, fast track/orphan
status, social sentiment, unmet needs, etc.)

Identifying researchers, speakers, hospitals,
research institutes and companies to
collaborate, based on grants, patents, literature,
author data, etc.
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In addition to public data, Innoplexus’s universal crawler can collect enterprise
& third-party data; our proprietary tech cleans & structures data before populating the data ocean
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Innoplexus’s DaaS APIs
provides a single point of
access for all life
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Innoplexus exposes its life sciences data ocean via a set of web resource-based and
RESTful APIs that can be consumed on-demand over an HTTPs network

Common API
Features

Asset Class
Speciﬁc APIs

Asset Class
Agnostic APIs

All APIs are resource-based and RESTful, where each asset class is a Noun and its documents
are the Resources
An asset class is an isolated collection of life sciences data, e.g., Publication, Congress, Clinical Trial
No support for "cross asset" class queries
HTTP Verb is always GET. Request input and context is built as a combination of various query
parameters available for the given API
All APIs are secured by 'api key' which is sent by query parameter
All the APIs return the response in JSON format
A positive response comes with a 200 OK status code and resultant documents in a key named 'data'
A negative response comes with a 4xx/5xx status code and error details in a key named 'error'; error
document contains a key 'message' with human-readable error message

All the asset classes functions are
categorized under 5 major buckets:

Fetch document by ID
Fetch multiple documents by multiple IDs
Fetch paginated list of documents against ﬁlters
Simple Text Search Query (along with ﬁlters)
Aggregation (on ﬁltered and queried data set)

Text search autocomplete: Given a search input (greater than 3 characters), provides a
list of concepts to be searched upon

This is a non-exhaustive list of our DaaS API capabilities
Swagger based implementation and documentation available to all users
Contact us at: info@innoplexus.com

